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ABSTRACT: Photothermal perturbation of the cell membrane is
typically achieved using transducers that convert light into thermal
energy, eventually heating the cell membrane. In turn, this leads to
the modulation of the membrane electrical capacitance that is
assigned to a geometrical modification of the membrane structure.
However, the nature of such a change is not understood. In this
work, we employ an all-optical spectroscopic approach, based on
the use of fluorescent probes, to monitor the membrane polarity,
viscosity, and order directly in living cells under thermal excitation
transduced by a photoexcited polymer film. We report two major
results. First, we show that rising temperature does not just change
the geometry of the membrane but indeed it affects the membrane
dielectric characteristics by water penetration. Second, we find an
additional effect, which is peculiar for the photoexcited semi-
conducting polymer film, that contributes to the system perturbation and that we tentatively assigned to the photoinduced
polarization of the polymer interface.

■ INTRODUCTION

The possibility to control selectively the electrical activity of
living cells with low invasiveness has opened up new
therapeutic paths in neurodegenerative medicine.1 Optical
technologies are particularly suited for this purpose, as light
enables precise and localized perturbation of cell activity in a
remote and spatiotemporal precise manner. The cell
membrane is the natural target for this approach.2−5 In
particular, membrane potential modulation occurs via the
photoinduced modification of the cell membrane electrical
properties, such as resistance, capacitance, and resting
potential,2 either through direct photostimulation6 or using
selected transducers that are able to convert light into an
electrical, mechanical, chemical, or thermal stimulus.7−11 In the
last decade, organic semiconductors have emerged as powerful
photoactuators for the development of functional interfaces
with living cells and organisms. These systems, which have
benefited from a long period of development and refinement
for applications in organic photovoltaics,12 exhibit a relatively
high absorption coefficient (α ∼ 105 cm−1) in the visible
spectral range, which is suitable for light biostimulation. In
addition to this functional quality, another important
advantage is represented by the fact that organic semi-
conductors are essentially biomimetic compounds, being
mostly composed of hydrogen and carbon atoms as it happens
for biomolecules. This allows establishing a virtually seamless

interface with biomolecules where both ionic and electronic
processes can play a role.13 Taken together, these features
make them ideal candidates for noninvasive optostimulation,
for both in vitro and in vivo applications.9,10,14−22 Driven by
these strong motivations, many efforts have been dedicated to
shed light on the biophysics underpinning photostimulation
with organic semiconductors.2,16,23−25

Here, we focus our attention onto a regime of abiotic/biotic
interaction that takes place for relatively high light intensity of
excitation (>1 mW/mm2) and long interaction time (seconds).
Under such conditions, the local rise in temperature is the
main phenomenon driving membrane potential dynamics.
Direct photothermal stimulation was first demonstrated using
infrared light that heats up water,6 an effect that leads to a
rapid local temperature rise and a consequent increase of
membrane capacitance, which is associated with a transient
depolarization. However, this method can be rather spatially
imprecise because of the nonlocalized water absorption process
and, in addition, can lead to long-term photodegradation
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effects. For these reasons, various light-to-heat transducers able
to confine spatially the thermal effect have been recently
proposed. For instance, gold quantum dots have been
employed for these purposes, owing to their large plasmonic
oscillator strength and their biocompatibility.26 In organic
semiconductors, which represent the subject of our inves-
tigations, the heating process originates from the nonradiative
recombination of the photogenerated states. If we consider a
planar abiotic/biotic interface, in which living cells are cultured
on top of a conjugated polymer film, the local temperature at
the interface can be increased of several degrees by stimulation
in the absorption region of the polymer and with light densities
>1 mW/mm2. Within this context, Martino et al. observed a
photoinduced increase in membrane capacitance after
excitation of poly(3-hexylthiophene) (P3HT) alone and in
blend with the electron-acceptor [6,6]-phenyl-C61-butyric acid
methyl ester (PCBM), which was linked to an increase of the
local temperature.16 In addition, the authors observed that ion
channel conductance was also affected, leading to a two-phase
response consisting of a depolarization followed by a
hyperpolarization.16

Regardless of the origin of the temperature increase, the
corresponding increment in cell membrane capacitance
emerges as a universal behavior, with a rate of ∼0.3%/°C.
According to the simple plane capacitor model, a geometrical
interpretation of the phenomenon based on thermal expansion
would lead to an opposite outcome, namely, a capacitance
decrease. Shoham et al.27 reconceived the model used by
Shapiro6 introducing the ad-hoc conjecture of a thermally
induced phase transition28 leading to the increase in
capacitance. Indeed, under physiological conditions cell
membranes are close to the phase transition temperature,
and a slight temperature increase might lead to a structural
change from gel to liquid phase of the cellular membrane
bilayer.29 For example, the tilting of the lipid tails would reduce
the membrane thickness and increase the membrane area,
supporting the geometrical interpretation.30 The change in
morphology may however be of different nature, that is,
associated with the modification of the membrane composi-
tion, while the variation of membrane capacitance can be
related to a change of the dielectric constant. Hence, the exact
stimulation mechanism is still a matter of debate.
In this work, we employ an all-optical spectroscopic

approach to shed light on these aspects. By probing the
membrane polarity, viscosity, and order in living cells via well-
established fluorescent probes, we provide solid evidence for
the temperature-induced structural modification occurring in
the membrane. Additionally, our results suggest that water
permeates more favorably the disordered phase, and thus the
resulting change in the dielectric response of the plasma
membrane might well be the ruling phenomenon explaining
the temperature-induced enhancement in capacitance. Fur-
thermore, we find experimental evidence that optostimulation
mediated by a photovoltaic organic film brings about an
additional phenomenon reinforcing the perturbation effect. We
tentatively assigned this to the surface charging at the
biointerface. Our results suggest that optostimulation mediated
by organic semiconductors is not simply due to thermal effects,
but it is also related to the capability of the photogenerated
charges to polarize the plasma membrane.

■ METHODS

■ SUBSTRATE PREPARATION

Regioregular P3HT (99.995% purity, Mn ≈ 54,000−75,000)
was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich; PCBM [C70] (99.5%
purity) was purchased from Nano-C; they were both used
without any further purification. The substrates for cell cultures
consisted of round glass coverslips (diameter 18 mm, VWR)
and carefully rinsed in a successive ultrasonic bath of nanopure
water, acetone, and isopropanol. A P3HT:PCBM (1:1 wt)
solution was prepared in chlorobenzene at a final concen-
tration of 10 mg/mL. It was spin-coated on the cleaned
substrates with a two-step procedure: (i) 3 s at 800 rpm and
(ii) 60 s at 1600 rpm, resulting in a final film thickness of
around 100 nm. For specific control measurements, the
coloring pigment CI 15850 (D&C Red No.7) was dissolved in
n-butyl acetate, and its deposition process was carefully
controlled to obtain films with comparable optical density at
the selected excitation wavelength (λ = 561 nm, see Figure
S1). All films were thermally treated in an oven at 120 °C for 2
h for annealing and sterilization. To promote adhesion,
samples for cell cultures were coated with fibronectin (from
bovine plasma, Sigma-Aldrich) at a concentration of 2 μg/mL
in phosphate buffered saline (PBS) for at least 30 min at 37 °C
and then rinsed with PBS.

Cell Culture Maintenance. Both confocal imaging and
time-resolved photoluminescence (TRPL) in vitro measure-
ments were performed using the immortalized cell line HEK-
293 (human embryonic kidney), purchased from ATCC.
HEK-293 cells were cultured in T-75 cell culture flasks
containing Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium−high glucose
(DMEM-HG), supplemented with 10% heat-inactivated fetal
bovine serum (Gibco, UK), 2% penicillin/streptomycin, and
1% L-glutamine. Phenol red-free medium was preferred, to
reduce background fluorescence in subsequent experiments.
Culture flasks were maintained in a humidified incubator at 37
°C with 5% CO2. When at confluence, cells were enzymatically
dispersed with a 1x trypsin−EDTA solution, plated on the
substrates, and left to grow.

TRPL Setup. In the setup used for TRPL measurements,
the light source was provided by a Ti:Sapphire oscillator
(Chameleon Ultra II, Coherent) producing pulses of 140 fs
with a repetition rate of 80 MHz. Second harmonic generation
was obtained using a barium borate crystal; two absorbing
BG40 filters removed residuals of the fundamental. Spatial
resolution was achieved through a microscope incorporated in
the setup. The excitation beam (370 nm) was reflected off a
suitably chosen dichroic mirror (LP435) before being coupled
into the objective and focused onto the sample, obtaining an
excitation spot diameter of 4−5 μm and an average power of
25 μW. To achieve high excitation efficiency, a 63x water
immersion objective (Leica HCX APO L 63X) with a high
numerical aperture (NA 0.9) was required. Sample emission
was collected by the same objective and transmitted through
the dichroic mirror, and furthermore, an LP395 absorbing filter
was used to remove the residual pump scatter. The microscope
field of view was selected by a flip mirror and a CMOS camera
(ORCA-Flash 2.8, Hamamatsu), allowing accurate positioning
of the sample relative to the excitation beam via a sample XYZ
differential micrometer translation stage. The emission signal
was focused on the entrance slit of a spectrograph (Acton
SP2300i, Princeton Instrument). The dispersed image was
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then focused on the entrance slit of a streak camera
(Hamamatsu C5680), equipped with the Synchroscan sweep
module. For Laurdan measurements, the maximum voltage
applied to the sweep electrodes was such as the temporal
window acquired had a time width of 2 ns, with an instrument
response function of ∼20 ps. A CCD (Hamamatsu ORCA-R2
C10600) recorded the streak image. For the simultaneous
excitation of the P3HT:PCBM film, a 561 nm continuous wave
(CW) DPSS laser (SLIM-561-150, Oxxius) was employed,
whose beam was collimated to a final diameter of 1 mm,
striking the sample from the bottom (see Figure 3c). Its power
density was adjusted by placing an optical attenuator in the
excitation path. To avoid photoluminescence (PL) contribu-
tion from the CW laser and the polymeric film, notch 561 and
FES550 filters were used in the collection path.
Confocal Imaging and Spectroscopic Measurements

with Laurdan. Laurdan (6-lauryl-2-dimethylamino-naptha-
lene) was purchased from Sigma-Aldrich, UK. For confocal
imaging and TRPL measurements, a 5 mM stock solution of
Laurdan in dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO, Sigma-Aldrich, UK)
was prepared. Laurdan staining of live HEK-293 cells was
performed removing the medium from the cell culture dish,
prepared as described in the cell culture section above, and
replacing it with 1 mL of fresh, serum-free DMEM, as the
presence of serum increases background fluorescence and
sequesters the dye during incubation. Laurdan was then added
at a final concentration of 10 μM, known to efficiently stain
cells without affecting their viability.31 Cells were incubated at
37 °C under a humidified 5% CO2 atmosphere for 30 min in
the dark. For confocal microscopy measurements, Laurdan was
incubated for much longer, to have an overview of the full
cellular membranous environment, including the intracellular
membranes. After incubation, cells were washed with warmed
PBS to remove cell-unbound molecules and ready for
measurements.
For confocal imaging of Laurdan-stained cells, samples were

mounted on an inverted confocal laser-scanning microscope
(Nikon Eclipse Ti2, Nikon Instruments), and acquisitions were
performed using an Olympus 60× oil objective. Cells were
excited with a 403 nm diode laser, and the fluorescence was
collected in two detection channels: 425−475 nm and 500−
550 nm. Confocal images were analyzed with Fiji (ImageJ),
and the generalized polarization (GP) fluidity map was realized
through MATLAB.
For TRPL measurements, samples were placed on the stage

of the TRPL microscope, and Laurdan PL was obtained under
excitation at 370 nm. Each measurement lasted no more than 2
min, to reduce cellular stress during excitation. Because of high
intrinsic cell membrane heterogeneity, the recorded spectra
and dynamics slightly differ from cell to cell and from different
spots of the same cell. For this reason, the cell area of interest
was fixed while performing consecutive measurements at
increasing temperatures, to avoid influencing the Laurdan
response by changing the cell spot under investigation. The
shape and general aspect of each sampled cell were checked
after each measurement through the wide-field CMOS camera,
to ensure that the cell did not undergo any change in shape or
position. For each sample, three−four measurements were
performed, and the samples were changed after about 40 min
from the end of Laurdan incubation, to avoid excessive
internalization. TRPL measurements at different temperatures
were carried out placing the sample chamber on top of a
commercial Peltier plate, whose voltage was adjusted via a

source meter (Agilent, B2912A). Emission spectra were fitted
with two Gaussians accounting for the Lo and Ld phases,
whose center (xc) was fixed to 460 and 510 nm, respectively.
For the GP analysis, formula 5 was adjusted to the following
one:

I I

I I
GP (460) (510)

(460) (510)
=

−
+ (1)

where I corresponds to the area underneath the Gaussian curve
in consideration. The statistic was made on about six different
cells per each sample condition.

Anisotropy Fluorescence Measurements with TMA-
DPH. 1-(4-trimethylamino)phenyl)-6-phenylhexa-1,3,5-triene
(TMA-DPH) was purchased from Invitrogen. Introduced by
Prendergast et al.32 in 1981 as a model molecular rotor for
phospholipidic membranes, TMA-DPH interacts with living
cells by instantaneous partition between the plasma membrane
and the external medium. With fluorescence anisotropy,
membrane fluidity is interpreted in terms of hindrance to
rotational motion of the probe, because it is embedded in the
constraining phospholipidic membrane array.33 To measure
the decay of fluorescence anisotropy with TMA-DPH,
polarizers were placed in the excitation and emission path.
Decays of vertically, I(t)vv, and horizontally, I(t)vh, polarized
fluorescence intensities with respect to the excitation beam
were measured. Time-dependent anisotropy was calculated as:

r t
I t I t

I t I t
( )

( ) ( )
( ) 2 ( )

vv vh

vv vh
=

−
+ (2)

where I(t)vv and I(t)vh represent the components of the light
intensity emitted, respectively, parallel and perpendicular to
the direction of the vertically polarized excitation light. For
these fluidity measurements, HEK-293 cells were incubated
with TMA-DPH for a short time (10 s) at room temperature,
to label the plasma membrane. The final concentration of the
probe in PBS was 2 μM, starting from a 5 mM stock solution in
dimethylformamide.

Photovoltage (PV) Measurements. Electrochemical
measurements have been conducted using a potentiostat and
an electrochemical cell in a three-electrode setup. The
potentiostat used was a Metrohm PGSTAT302N. The
reference electrode was saturated Ag/AgCl (Metrohm
60733100), and the counter electrode was a Pt wire (Metrohm
60301100). Samples were connected as the working electrode
using crocodile clips in direct contact with ITO over a portion
of the sample not covered by the P3HT:PCBM film. The used
electrolytic solution was PBS. The illumination was supplied by
a green light-emitting diode (LED) (Thorlabs M530L3-C5,
530 nm), driven by a DC2200 LED driver. The LED was
placed at a distance of 25 cm from the sample and operated at
maximum power. The intensity of light hitting the sample was
500 W/m2. PV recordings were acquired operating the
potentiostat in high-speed mode using a sample rate of 104

s−1. PV curves were all zeroed to the open-circuit potential
value.

Zeta Surface Potential Measurements. Zeta surface
potential measurements have been conducted with a Zetasizer
Nano with the surface zeta potential cell with a height
adjustable sample holder. The cell was submerged in a solution
containing silica nanoparticles, used as tracers. Measurements
were performed at 125, 250, 375, 500, and 625 μm from the
P3HT:PCBM sample surface. A final measurement at 1000 μm
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was also performed to estimate the tracer potential only
because of the electrophoretic effect. The surface zeta potential
was then computed as:

interceptwall tracerζ ζ= − +{ } { } (3)

where ζ{wall} is the surface potential at the interface between
P3HT:PCBM and electrolyte, intercept is the linear regression
of the distance-dependent data up to the zero displacement
point, and ζ{tracer} is the potential of the silica nanoparticles
without any contribution from the potential of the surface.
Drift-Diffusion Simulations. The theoretical work was

based on the use of a time-dependent version of the drift-
diffusion model to describe the transport mechanisms of
P3HT:PCBM in 1D. The mathematical model consists of two
continuity equations accounting for the drift and diffusion of
photogenerated holes and electrons and a Poisson equation for
the electric field and potential. The computational algorithm
was coded in-house and has been implemented using the
MATLAB scientific environment. The generation of charge
carriers is described with the use of the Lambert Beer law,
while the recombination process is described with the
Langevin model. At x = 0, the evaluation of the PV is
performed, defined as PV = ψ(x = 0), where ψ is the electric
potential. The boundary condition at the interface between
P3HT:PCBM and the electrolyte is described using Marcus−
Gerischer theory:

J
qk c N

k T
n

E E
k T( )

exp
( )

4cat
t

ox
A

B
1/2

L F
OX 2

B

i

k
jjjjj

y

{
zzzzz

σ
π λ

λ
λ

= −
− −

(4)

where q is the elementary charge [C], kt is the tunneling
constant [m4s−1], cox is the concentration of molecular oxygen
at the interface [mol m−3],34 NA is the Avogadro constant
[mol−1], σ is the disorder parameter of P3HT [eV], kB is the
Boltzmann constant [J K−1], T is the room temperature [K],
and λ is the width of the Gaussian distribution of molecular
oxygen states [eV]. EL is the energy of the LUMO and EF

OX is
the energy corresponding to the potential of the oxygen
reduction reaction. n is the electron number density at x = L
[m−3]. The surface charge accumulated at the interface
provides surface recombination centers for the holes of
P3HT:PCBM. The time constant of this effect and kt have
been estimated from the fitting with the experimental data. See
the Supporting Information for more details.

■ RESULTS
Optical Probing of Membrane Fluidity and Order.

Biological membranes are complex systems composed of a
wide variety of lipids, sterols, and proteins,35,36 that can exist in
a variety of phases, from liquid-ordered (Lo) to liquid-
disordered (Ld). Different phases coexist in the membrane,
and interchanging between them occurs at physiologically
relevant temperatures.37−40 A broad term commonly adopted
to describe the physical state of biological membranes is
fluidity, referring to the overall Lo/Ld membrane phase ratio.
The maintenance of physiological cell membrane fluidity is a
prerequisite for proper membrane function, as it is associated
with cell viability and normal cell growth and division.41 In
addition, this parameter influences the dynamics of membrane
proteins,42 which in turn affects the likelihood of protein−
protein interactions and hence the efficiency of signaling
pathways. Fluidity can be associated with the degree of lipid
packing, the thickness of the lipid bilayer, and the rotational

freedom of lipids.31 The degree of lipid packing can be assessed
f rom the polarity of the bilayer. A more compact lipid
arrangement excludes polar water molecules from the
otherwise nonpolar bilayer, resulting in a lowering of local
environmental polarity, which can ultimately be evaluated by
employing polarity-sensitive fluorescent probes. In this regard,
one of the most popular and established fluorescence probes is
Laurdan (Figure 1a).31,43 Laurdan is an amphiphilic polarity-

sensitive dye, intrinsically nonfluorescent in water. When
intercalates into the membrane bilayer, the molecule is
however fluorescent with at least two excited states (Figure
1b): an intrinsic locally excited (LE) state and an internal
charge transfer (ICT) state characterized by a large permanent
dipole moment. The latter is stabilized by the reorientation of
the surrounding water molecules with the Laurdan dipole
moment,44 so that the frequency of the emitted photons is
decreased.44 Thus, the emission spectrum of the dye undergoes
a shift to longer wavelengths in more polar environments.45−49

This property, commonly known as solvent relaxation,50 makes
such solvatochromic dye perfect for probing lipid phases, as the
more loosely packed Ld phase presents much higher hydration
than the tightly packed Lo phase, resulting in a significant
fluorescence spectrum shift. Moreover, Laurdan partitions
equally between Lo and Ld, giving comparable quantum yields
in both phases.51,52 The emission lineshape allows a
quantitative assessment of the membrane order that is
traditionally expressed by the GP31,53 parameter, which is
defined as:

I I
I I

GP B G

B G
=

−
+ (5)

where IB and IG correspond to the intensities at the blue and
green edges of the emission spectrum, respectively, for a given
excitation wavelength.54 Because the GP value is a ratio of two
intensities, measurements do not depend on local probe

Figure 1. Laurdan as a polarity-sensitive probe. (a) Laurdan chemical
structure. (b) Laurdan Jablonski diagram, illustrating absorption (exc.
370 nm, red line), solvent relaxation to, and emission from two
different excited states: LE state, with emission near 460 nm, and ICT
state in more polar environments, with emission at longer λ. A
schematic representation of the corresponding emission maxima of
Laurdan in ordered and disordered phases is shown.
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concentrations or surface area. Importantly, the membrane-
phase-dependent emission shifts have been reported to be
independent of the nature of the glycerophospholipid polar
head group.55

Even though steady-state GP measurements can provide
useful estimates of the overall lipid environment,56 an analysis
of the fluorescence lifetime of Laurdan can provide further
information, as the local membrane environment affects the
excited state dynamics. Laurdan excited states are in fact

sensitive to collisional quenching by water molecules within
the membrane.57−59 Consequently, a decrease in Laurdan
fluorescence lifetime can be assigned to an increase in water
content of the membrane45,59 and, thus, to a more disordered
phase.
We analyzed the fluorescence properties of Laurdan

internalized in the membrane of live HEK-293 cells, grown
on two different substrates: a calibration sample where the
substrate is glass and the temperature increase is provided by

Figure 2. Laurdan probe monitors membrane fluidity in cells through a shift in the emission spectrum. (a) Laurdan fluorescence images of HEK-
293 cells recorded simultaneously in the blue channel (425−475 nm, IB) and green channel (500−550 nm, IG) and relative Laurdan emission
spectrum. On the right, fluidity map obtained applying the GP formula for each pixel, pseudocolored as indicated by the scale with GP ranging from
−1 to 1. The scale bar is 20 μm. (b−e) TRPL measurements on HEK-293 cells grown on glass substrates. Deconvolution of the Laurdan emission
spectra in HEK-293 cells recorded at 22 °C (b) and 40 °C (c), upon excitation at 370 nm, fitted with two Gaussian curves centered at 460 and 510
nm, used in the GP evaluation. Obtained values go toward more negative values (disordered state). (d) Schematic representation of the sample
used in this study, heated by a Peltier plate. (e) Laurdan PL kinetics, integrated in the range of 440−650 nm, fitted to biexponential decay
functions: dynamics become faster when temperature is increased.
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the use of a Peltier plate; and a spin-casted film of
P3HT:PCBM (1:1 wt) blend, which was photoexcited with a
CW laser at 561 nm. TRPL measurements with picosecond
temporal resolution were carried out to record the entire time
course of the Laurdan spectral shift immediately after
excitation.
Confocal Imaging and TRPL Measurements on HEK-

293 Cells Plated on Glass Samples. As a preliminary
analysis, we stained with Laurdan live HEK-293 cells plated on
glass substrates and we observed them through a confocal
microscope. Figure 2a depicts Laurdan fluorescence images of
HEK-293 cells excited with a 403 nm laser and recorded them
simultaneously in emission ranges of 425−475 (IB) and 500−
550 nm (IG). The corresponding Laurdan emission spectrum is
also reported. In the HEK-293 cell membrane at room
temperature (22 °C), Laurdan emission is composed of two
spectral contributions centered at 460 and 510 nm, accounting
for the ordered and disordered lipid phases, respectively. As
discussed in the Introduction, membrane fluidity is expressed
in terms of ratio of emission intensities using the GP formula,
which ranges from −1 (disordered environment) to +1
(ordered environment). Here, we calculated GP for each
pixel to obtain a “fluidity map” (right side of Figure 2a), where
blue colors indicate a low membrane order in correspondence
of intracellular membranes, whereas yellowish colors indicate a
higher membrane order, matching the plasma membrane,
which indeed contains the majority of membrane cholesterol,
appearing thus as a “more ordered” phase. These measure-
ments validate the use of Laurdan and provide the background
for further experiments.
Calibration of the Laurdan spectral changes at different

temperatures was carried out in a more versatile TRPL setup,
which allowed achieving intracellular spatial resolution and
hence sample specific cell spots with a diameter of around 4−5
μm (cell size ∼10 to 20 μm). The possibility to have a
microscope in the upright configuration permitted to position
a Peltier plate below the sample chamber (Figure 2d), whose
temperature was controlled by a source meter. Upon increasing
the sample temperature from 22 to 40 °C, the PL spectra of
Laurdan exhibit an increase of the spectral contribution
peaking at 510 nm, which is indicative of the transition to a
more disordered state of the membrane. We deconvolved the
experimental spectra into two Gaussian components, whose
values are reported in Table S1. Figure 2b,c shows the best fit
recorded at 22 and 40 °C with excitation at 370 nm. From
these, we worked out the value of GP based on eq 3 to
characterize the predominant phase state of the lipid domain.
We found average GP starting values at 22 °C to be equal to
0.19, which are consistent with previous studies on HEK-293
cells.60 The resulting ΔGP = GP (40 °C) − GP (22 °C) was
equal to −0.187 ± 0.02 (ΔGP/GP ≈ −1), indicating increased
fluidity and membrane hydration upon increasing the temper-
ature. Next, we measured the Laurdan PL lifetime upon
changing temperature (Figure 2e). The lifetime traces of the
Laurdan-labeled plasma membrane could be well fitted to
double exponential decay curves61,62 (τ1 < τ2) plus an offset
component (y0), accounting for the long component that falls
outside our time-window (>2 ns). We integrated the kinetics
in the range of 440−650 nm, avoiding a Raman peak
associated with the aqueous buffer, centered at 430 nm. Fitted
values are reported in Table 1.
The fast component τ1 does not change, but it acquires a

larger amplitude at higher temperature. Upon heating, τ2 drops

by almost 6% and shows a smaller relative weight, while the
offset y0 decreases (−21%). We evaluated the adequacy of the
biexponential decay fitting by inspection of the residual
distribution and by the statistical parameter reduced chi-
square (χ2) (Figure S2). To summarize, our data indicate that
cells at higher temperature (40 °C) displayed a shorter
Laurdan lifetime, in agreement with the GP spectral shift. This
implies an increased quenching from water molecules at the
membrane−water interface and thus an increased level of
water hydration, consistent with the enhanced disorder
(fluidity) highlighted by steady-state measurements. This
result suggests that by enhancing temperature the polarity of
the membrane is increased (i.e., its dielectric constant) because
of the penetration of water in the membrane. This process
contributes to the increase in cell membrane capacitance that is
observed by heating.

TRPL Measurements on HEK-293 Cells Plated on
P3HT:PCBM Samples. In the previous experiments, heating
of the cell specimens was provided by the Peltier plate.
Hereafter, we introduce a P3HT:PCBM thin layer spin-coated
on top of the glass substrate as the photothermal agent,
resulting in the same device structure employed for optical cell
stimulation.16 Upon resonant excitation (561 nm), the
polymeric film acts as a light transducer that dissipates the
great majority of the absorbed photons energy via nonradiative
decay and ultimately by heat transfer to the surrounding
environment. Note that the PL quantum yield of the bulk
heterojunction film is very small, limiting possible interference
with the detection of Laurdan emission.63 Using finite element
simulations, we estimate that the temperature variation at the
interface with the polymeric film induced by illumination of
the sample (Alight = 0.78 mm2, Ilight = 46 mW/mm2, see the
Supplementary Information) is about 16 °C at the surface,
bringing the system to a final temperature of around 37 °C
(Figure S3). According to the simulation, temperature reaches
a stationary value in about 20 s, that is, at the beginning of the
light exposure lasting 120 s. To ensure that the underlying
blend film is not contributing to Laurdan PL, we performed
some control measurements with the P3HT:PCBM film and
aqueous buffer solution only, without the presence of cells
(Figure S4). In any case, we observed a PL signal from
P3HT:PCBM only in the first ∼100 ps, which we could easily
discard in the subsequent analysis. We then analyzed Laurdan
fluorescence properties in live HEK-293 cells grown on top of
the P3HT:PCBM film, to assess directly any alterations in the
membrane phase. Notice that we focus our attention onto the
regime of long stimuli (seconds) and relatively high light
intensity of excitation (>1 mW/mm2), which may be different
from the one adopted in electrophysiology measurements to
test membrane capacitance changes. Under the conditions
employed in this work, the local rise in temperature is the main

Table 1. Laurdan Decay Curve Average Parameters (n = 6)
Obtained at 22 and 40 °C on HEK-293 Cells Plated on
Glass Substratesa

22 °C 40 °C

y0 0.19 ± 0.002 0.15 ± 0.002
τ1 35 ± 5 ps (∼45%) 35 ± 5 ps (∼53%)
τ2 427 ± 8 ps (∼55%) 402 ± 9 ps (∼47%)

aKinetics were fitted to biexponential decay functions, with an offset
(y0) accounting for the long lifetime component that falls outside our
time-window.
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phenomenon driving membrane potential dynamics. We first
performed a control measurement heating the P3HT:PCBM
film through the Peltier plate from 22 to 40 °C, as previously
done for the glass samples. The average values of the two
Gaussian components measured are reported in Table S2. The
worked out average ΔGP was equal to −0.152 ± 0.03 (ΔGP/
GP ≈ −0.97), very similar to the one obtained with glass
samples. This allowed us to exclude possible influences of the
substrate on the cell membrane ability to react to a direct
temperature change. We then carried out consecutive
measurements exciting first the sample with the 370 nm
pulsed laser only and then with both 370 nm and CW 561 nm
lasers at the same time (lasting 120 s). As reported in Figure 3,
we found that excitation of the P3HT:PCBM film leads to the
enhancement of the green emission (510 nm). In this case, the
average ΔGP shifted toward more negative values (ΔGP =
−0.349 ± 0.04, ΔGP/GP ≈ −1.84, Figure 3a,b and Table S3),
an effect which can be ascribed to a predominance of Ld lipid
domains and increased membrane hydration. We note that the
measured ΔGPs are almost double in magnitude when compared
to those measured in the Peltier plate experiment, albeit the
expected rise in temperature, for the applied power density (46
mW/mm2) and time duration (120 s), is slightly less than the
one obtained by Peltier heating (16 vs 18 °C). We then
analyzed the variation in the PL dynamics (Figure 3d). Again,
we found that the results follow the same trend as those
collected on heated glass samples; however, the changes
obtained switching on the 561 nm CW laser are larger. We
integrated the kinetics in the range of 440−550 nm and fitted
to double exponential decay curves as before (see residual

distribution in Figure S5). In the measured average values
(Table 2), the time constant τ2 remarkably drops by 20%,
while τ1 remains constant and y0 decreases by almost 40%.

We checked that the use of the CW laser without the
underlying P3HT:PCBM layer does not lead to any detectable
modification of the Laurdan emission (see Figure S6). Figure
S7 shows that the photoinduced changes induced by
P3HT:PCBM survive after switching off the laser light. Finally,
we measured ΔGP using several power densities of the 561 nm
light (29, 17, 8.6, and 4.5 mW/mm2). The results show that
ΔGP is always negative and roughly linearly dependent on
laser intensity (Figure 4a). In addition, Laurdan emission
decay is consistently faster upon increasing intensity (Figure
4b). The results of the double exponential fitting of the decay
curves are reported in Table S4. Note that the presence of the
370 nm light might lead to some heating mediated by the
absorbing polymer film (a rough estimate of the upper limit is

Figure 3. TRPL measurements on HEK-293 cells grown on P3HT:PCBM films. Deconvolution of the Laurdan emission spectra, recorded with
excitation at 370 nm only (a) and at 370 nm + CW 561 nm (46 mW/mm2) (b), fitted with two Gaussian curves centered at 460 and 510 nm, used
in the GP evaluation. Measurements were performed on the same cell spot. PL contribution from the polymeric film was avoided integrating only
the range of 100−2000 ps. (c) Schematic representation of the sample used in this study. The laser beam illuminates the back of the sample, where
the P3HT:PCBM film is located, while the PL excitation 370 nm beam impinges the sample from the opposite side, where the cells stained with
Laurdan are plated. (d) Laurdan PL kinetics, integrated in the range of 440−550 nm, fitted to double exponential decay curves: dynamics become
faster upon illumination with a 561 nm CW laser.

Table 2. Laurdan Decay Curve Average Parameters (n = 6)
Obtained Exciting HEK-293 Cells Plated on P3HT:PCBM
Substratesa

exc. 370 nm exc. 370 nm + CW 561 nm

y0 0.15 ± 0.003 0.09 ± 0.002
τ1 30 ± 6 ps (∼46%) 30 ± 6 ps (∼51%)
τ2 388 ± 18 ps (∼54%) 310 ± 6 ps (∼49%)

aKinetics were fitted to biexponential decay functions, with an offset
(y0) accounting for the long lifetime component that falls outside our
time-window.
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1°). Yet what we measure is a change on top of this
contribution, if any. In addition, if the 370 nm light were
effective, we would detect a change in the GP when measured
on top of the polymer film, while this does not happen, as the
initial value is comparable to that measured on glass. Finally
yet importantly, the measurement reported below on a dye film
excludes this too.
We conclude that optostimulation through the organic

semiconductor layer leads to bigger changes than using the
heating plate, both in terms of spectral shape (ΔGP variation)
and decay kinetics, albeit the induced temperature rise is
comparable: this suggests the presence of an additional
excitation phenomenon.
Membrane Fluidity Assessment. As stated above,

Laurdan is primarily sensitive to polarity, which in turn
depends on the membrane order. To evaluate possible changes
in the membrane order regardless of polarity, we probed
directly the plasma membrane fluidity by measuring the
fluorescence anisotropy of the membrane marker 1-(4-
trimethylamino)phenyl)-6-phenylhexa-1,3,5-triene (TMA-
DPH) in living HEK-293 cells. TMA-DPH fluorescence
lifetime is a good indicator of the microenvironment of the
fluorophore, and earlier studies have shown that TMA-DPH
exhibits different lifetimes in the liquid-ordered and liquid-
disordered phases.64,65 As shown in Figure S8a, the decay of
the fluorescence anisotropy in samples at room temperature
and excited at 370 nm only exhibits a monoexponential decay
(τ ∼ 1.5 ns), characteristic of a gel (Lo) phase of the cell
membrane. This was valid for both glass and P3HT:PCBM
substrates. Heating of the samples with the Peltier plate or
photoexcitation of the polymeric substrate using the CW laser
leads to similar changes in the PL dynamics (τ ∼ 1.1 ns)
indicating the formation of a more fluid phase in the plasma
membrane following the temperature rise. Because the
expected temperature rise in both situations is similar, the
result is consistent with a thermally induced change of the
membrane fluidity in both configurations, namely, the increase
in membrane fluidity (lower order) with higher temperature.

■ DISCUSSION

Using two intramembrane fluorescent probes, we show that
the cell temperature increase induces a structural relaxation of
the plasma membrane toward a more fluid and less ordered
phase, which favors water penetration. This offers an
explanation for the observed temperature-induced capacitance

enhancement, beyond the geometrical effect (smaller thickness
and larger area). Water penetration in the membrane leads to
higher dielectric screening, which is directly proportional to
capacitance. Furthermore, we cannot exclude that water is also
contributing to the reduction in electrical resistance across the
membrane that was previously reported.16

Comparing the heating induced by a Peltier device with that
induced by photoexcitation of a P3HT:PCBM layer, we find
that photoexcitation is causing a larger (almost double) change
in the observable linked to polarity of the cell membrane. As
our direct membrane fluidity assessment with the probe TMA-
DPH is consistent with a thermally induced change of the
membrane fluidity in both configurations (i.e., increase in
membrane fluidity with higher temperature), we conjecture the
reason behind the unexpected discrepancy between photo-
excitation and heating to be because of the surface electrical
charging. To evaluate this scenario, the P3HT:PCBM layer was
replaced by a coloring pigment CI 15850 (D&C Red No.7)
film, a material that absorbs light in the same range of the
organic semiconductor blend but does not support photo-
generation of charges. We carefully controlled the deposition
process of CI 15850 to obtain films with comparable optical
density at the selected excitation wavelength (λ = 561 nm, see
Figure S1a), thus able to generate a temperature increase
comparable to that of P3HT:PCBM. We verified this by
measuring the bath temperature variation in the close
proximity of the absorbing layer using the method of the
calibrated pipette resistance66 (Figure S1b). As reported in
Figure S9, we found that upon exciting the sample with the
CW 561 nm laser, the green component in the Laurdan
emission spectrum (510 nm) increases only to a modest
extent. Deconvolution analysis yields the average relative area
values reported in Table S5, from which the calculated ΔGP is
found to be −0.146 (ΔGP/GP = −0.9). This value is
consistent with that obtained in the Peltier plate experiments
(ΔGP = −0.18; ΔGP/GP = −1), where the only parameter in
play is temperature, but it is significantly smaller than that
measured for P3HT:PCBM (ΔGP = −0.349; ΔGP/GP =
−1.8). The PL lifetime analysis (Figure S9c) leads to the same
outcome. Kinetics fitted to double exponential decay curves
display only slightly faster Laurdan lifetime when the 561 nm
CW laser is switched on. In the measured values reported in
Table 3, time constant τ2 drops by 2.4%, while τ1 remains
constant and y0 decreases by 28%.

Figure 4. Laurdan PL as a function of 561 nm CW laser power. (a) Average (n = 6) ΔGP for TRPL measurement with 370 nm excitation only and
TRPL measurement with 370 nm + CW 561 nm excitation; error bars represent the standard deviation. (b) Laurdan TRPL decays at increasing
561 nm CW laser power: dynamics become faster, going from 0 mW/mm2 (exc. 370 nm only) to 46 mW/mm2 and were fitted to double
exponential decay curves.
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We can thus conclude that photoexcitation of a “dielectric”
film leads to smaller effect on the cell membrane compared to
photoexcitation of a semiconductor film. A possible cause of
such a discrepancy is the photogeneration of long-lived charges
in the P3HT:PCBM film. To corroborate such a hypothesis,
we first attempt to evaluate the charge photogeneration
process in the P3HT:PCBM film interfaced with a liquid via
an experimental protocol, which includes: (i) running a
numerical simulation based on the drift-diffusion model; (ii)
setting up a photoelectrochemical experiment to measure
open-circuit PV; and (iii) measuring zeta surface potential.
The simulation reproduces the photoinduced charge carrier

dynamics in a P3HT:PCBM film sandwiched between an ITO
electrode and the electrolyte. The experimental observable is
photovoltage as detected at the ITO electrode that accounts
for the charge configuration at both interfaces. A key
assumption in the model is the accumulation of photo-
generated negative charges in proximity of the electrolyte
because of oxygen trapping.34,67 The interface is far from an
ideal flat plane, rather being a rough boundary defining a
diffuse interface in the order of 10 nm, in which hydrated
oxygen and water clusters permeate the polymer free volume.
The negative charges will be distributed within the diffuse
interface at the electrolyte, while the positive charges spread in
the polymer bulk. The simulation provides an estimation of the
accumulated charge at the interface after 120 s of illumination
of σ = 8 × 10−2 Cm−2, which is coherent with the one retrieved
from the experimental PV (see Figure S10). The obtained
value also matches well with the surface potential measure-
ment, providing V = −30 mV at about 200 μm from the
surface of the sample, as visible in Figure S11. Once assessed
the negative charging of the polymer surface, we discuss what
this could do to our experiment on cells. The cell membrane
adjacent to the polymer film surface rests on a protein layer
that fills the cleft. At the close proximity of the interface, there
will be a weak electric potential that we can estimate
considering two disks with surface charge σ, of opposite sign,
with an area equivalent to the cell one and separated by a
distance δx. For distances x from the surface such as x ≫ δx,
the electrostatic voltage is (see the Supporting Information)
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where δx is the effective separation of the negative and positive
charge at the polymer electrolyte interface and R = 15 μm is
the cell radius. The distance x corresponds to the cleft
thickness for the adjacent side, and to the cell height for the
opposite side, x = 0.01 μm and x = 10 μm, respectively. If we
assume δx = 1 nm, we get Vadj ≈ −50 mV and Vopp = −30 mV.
The corresponding electric field is in the order of 103 V/m.

These numbers should not be considered as quantitative
results, rather they suggest the existence of an electrical
polarization that could act upon the CT emission from
Laurdan, the water penetration in the membrane, the protein
layer in the cleft, or the local pH.68,69 At this stage, we cannot
speculate further.
In conclusion, we showed that water penetration in the

plasma membrane is likely the major contribution to the
capacitance enhancement observed in cell’s electrophysiology
upon rising the temperature. Furthermore, we highlighted a
peculiar effect associated with the photoexcitation of an
organic semiconductor interface that may be reconciled to the
steady-state charge generation following light absorption. We
note here that reducing the light intensity does not allow to
separate the photoinduced from the temperature-induced
phenomena, as both have similar dependence. Albeit inspiring
toward the understanding of the abiotic/biotic interface in
general, this work explores the regime of long stimuli, in the
tens of seconds, and high light intensity (>1 mW/mm2) well
separated from the short time stimulation and low intensity
adopted in electrophysiology or possibly taking place in vivo.14
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